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APD OFF-DUTY/BACKUP/RETIREE HANDGUN QUALIFICATION COURSE 
20-BO-DAY  

(20 rounds) 
(DAY LIGHT) 

AT THE WALL (1 YARD LINE): 
#1 From the holster:  Step BACK, draw and fire TWO rounds to the body and ONE to the head in SEVEN 
seconds. When time expires: down, scan, breathe and holster. 

 
 

3 YARD LINE: 
#2 From the holster:  Step RIGHT, draw and fire TWO rounds to the body in SIX seconds.  When time 
expires: down, scan, breathe and remain in the “Ready” position. 
 
#3 From the “Ready” position:  Hold your target at Gunpoint and give verbal commands.  “POLICE 
OFFICER – STOP OR I WILL SHOOT!”  On signal, fire TWO rounds to the body in FOUR seconds. When 
time expires: down, scan, breathe and set up a “Failure to Fire” before holstering. 
 

 
5 YARD LINE: 

#4 From the holster with a “Failure to Fire”:  Draw, attempt to fire, step LEFT while clearing stoppage and 
fire TWO rounds to the body in EIGHT seconds. When time expires: down, scan, breathe and remain in the 
“Ready” position. 
 
#5 From a Strong-Hand Only “Ready” position:  Fire TWO rounds to the body in FOUR seconds. When time 
expires: down, scan, breathe and remain in the “Ready” position. 
 
#6 From a Support-Hand Only “Ready” position:  Fire TWO rounds to the body in FIVE seconds. When 
time expires: down, scan, breathe and holster. 
 

7 YARD LINE: 
#7 From the holster:  Draw weapon and fire THREE rounds to the body in SEVEN seconds. When time 
expires: down, scan, breathe, and holster. After everyone is holstered, set up empty magazine in holstered 
pistol, and magazine for reload; or one round in revolver, and rounds for reload.  Then draw to “Ready.” 
 
#8 From the “Ready” position with ONE round in weapon:  Fire ONE round to the body, step RIGHT while 
performing a Combat Reload, and fire a SECOND round to the body, in TEN seconds. When time expires: down, 
scan, breathe and holster. 

*When everyone is holstered retrieve magazines. 
 

 
10 YARD LINE: 

AUTO PISTOL: 
*Set up a “Double Feed” and remain at ready. 
#9 From “Ready” with a “DOUBLE-FEED” stoppage: Attempt to fire, step LEFT as you clear the stoppage, 
and fire TWO rounds to the body in FIFTEEN seconds. When time expires: down, scan, breathe and holster. 
 
REVOLVER:   
#9 From the “Ready” position:  Step LEFT and fire TWO rounds to the body in FIFTEEN seconds. When time 
expires: down, scan, breathe and holster. 
 
*When everyone is holstered have all shooters unload, and holster and unloaded gun. 
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20 Round Handgun Scoring 
100 = 100% 84 = 84% 
99 = 99%  83 = 83% 
98 = 98%  82 = 82% 
97 = 97%  81 = 81% 
96 = 96%  80 = 80% 
95 = 95%  79 = 79% 
94 = 94%  78 = 78% 
93 = 93%  77 = 77% 
92 = 92%  76 = 76% 
91 = 91%  75 = 75% 
90 = 90%  74 = 74% 
89 = 89%  73 = 73% 
88 = 88%  72 = 72% 
87 = 87%  71 = 71% 
86 = 86%  70 = 70% 
85 = 85%   
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